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The Milepost, Volume 42, Number 10, October 2022, is published monthly, as an electronic
document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky
Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually
held on the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy
Park Loop (northeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We would love to meet you. All
scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap meets, train shows, and other model railroads (and
railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise noted. Please do not
use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, websites, etcetera, without explicit
case-by-case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail address of:
dave@bristow-family.org Thank you.

Next Meeting on Friday, October 14
Our meeting will be held at: The Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of
the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado
Be sure to check out the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmrnmra.org/callboard.htm

Editor’s Thoughts
In mid-September we went to Kingston, ON Canada to celebrate my 50th anniversary of graduating
from the Royal Military College of Canada. Next to the hotel we stayed at on the waterfront is a
small park with a Canadian Pacific Railroad station (not in use) and a CPR locomotive.

CPR 1095 is part of last order for 25 Ten-Wheeler 4-6-0's built in 1913 by the Canadian Locomotive
Company (CLC)
The CLC was birthed from a couple of companies starting in 1848 that built steam engines but
ended in financial difficulties. In 1901 CLC was established by a group of Kingston investors from
the remains of the failed predecessors. During the world wars like other locomotive builders CLC
turned to the manufacture of armaments and munitions, while also ramping up the numbers of
locomotives built both for the war effort and for post war reconstruction overseas. In 1948 CLC
became the Canadian representative for the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Unfortunately, problems
arose with designs and the small number of orders causing the termination of the licensing
agreement. CLC then turned to Fairbanks-Morse and in 1950 was bought out by the Canadian
Fairbanks Morse. The diesel-electric locomotives builders in both Canada and the US ended being
dominated by only two companies General Electric and General Motors so that by 1965 locomotive
construction dwindled forcing the company to branch out into industrial machinery, marine engines,
weigh scales and consumer products. In June 1969 the plant shutdown as business continued to
decline and a labor dispute resulted in a strike. The plant under management by many companies
constructed more than 3000 locomotives from its earliest beginnings, which made it in 1969
Canada's second largest commercial locomotive builder after Montreal Locomotive Works.
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The plant buildings were demolished in August 1971. Today the waterfront properties have been
reclaimed and multiple high-rise apartments were built. Unfortunately, when I was at RMC, I was
totally unaware of the history on site opposite side of the water of the college in Kingston. For a
more detailed history visit http://trainweb.org/oldtimetrains/CLC/history.htm
As I lamented in last month’s Milepost about my software development effort, I can report that I
have completed my RFID subsystem migration to Vue v3. I’ve started on the migration of my Model
Railroad Inventory Manager to Vue v3. There are still some issues with tables as the component I’ve
used does not support pagination so currently my tables have all the rolling stock in a single long
table as I have 170 pieces in the database.
As I recall few of us in PPD use XTrkCad software to design our layouts, but I do, and I follow a mail
group on its use. The other day I read an interesting note that a group who was using the software
to not only developing modules but also lashing up the various modules into a complete layout. The
idea intrigued me, so I visited the HOTRAK club’s website where they have their standards and other
documents. They also list each of the modules the club members have built, and the layouts
complete with many pictures as well as some videos. Of course, the best aspect of the club is they
model Canadian railroads, after all they are based in Ottawa, ON Canada! While I’m not suggesting
anyone adopt the same approach, the club’s website is worth a visit.

Conductor’s Corner
I can't believe it's October already, where has this year gone. We have had a pretty good year so far
with the final three months with even more activities. I hope all of you were as impressed with the
layouts we all got a chance to see this summer. They were exceptional to say the least. Our division
picnic was as great as ever with more food & railroad stories than I can remember. The silent
auction just added to the fun of the afternoon. If you did not attend our trip to the model train
museum in Greeley, you missed out on a fun filled day of seeing what can be built with some
imagination. Our module group out did themselves helping and displaying what they build at the
TECO shows. Everyone who helps make the TECO shows better and more organized needs to pat
themselves on the back. And I'm not through yet. Later this month, I hope every division member will
come down to Pueblo and support their Rail Fair that TECO is assisting with. If we all don't support
our hobby and division activities, we all suffer as our hobby dies a slow death from stagnation and
boredom.
On a separate note, I do NOT plan on running for Superintendent at our December Christmas party.
Both Charlotte and I have enjoyed all this year’s activities and were happy we could help the division
enjoy the activities we have gotten accustomed to. All the other division officers did a great job
keeping the division intact and financially viable. It's time for a NEW change. Time for someone else
to add a NEW and maybe better direction. When any leader stays in office too long, the organization
grows stale. I would like this division to stay active, vibrant, and moving in step with our hobby. It
has been a pleasure to have served the division (again) -and our hobby. Thank you all.
The October program is titled: FLAT CARS AND THEIR LOADS. All members who are coming to the
meeting are asked to bring as many of their favorite flat cars with their loads AND be able to discuss
them. Bring anything that you are proud of. Factory built loads are O.K. -BUT- loads of your own
imagination and construction is what this program is wanting to emphasize. Over the years, I have
had more fun building loads that look authentic from scraps you find in your own house. This is a
PROGRAM and not meant to be part of the normal scheduled CONTEST. Consider this an audience
participation program where everyone will have an opportunity to show and discuss whatever you've
done.
Wade Mountz
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Drawing Prizes Preview
By Tony Pawlicki
A “teaser” preview of some of the prizes that will be available at the drawing during intermission at
the October 2022 Pikes Peak Division NMRA meeting. The idea is to entice more members to our
meetings. HEY – feel free to bring/donate surprise items! The more the merrier!
(SOME OF) WHAT WILL BE ON OFFER AT THE SEPTEMBER MEETING (a real grab-bag, compared to
the rolling-stock-heavy recent months):
One pair of HO scale Kadee metal sprung 50-ton trucks. Tony Pawlicki donation. (No longer
germane to my modern era layout.)
Features:
•
•

33” Kadee wheelsets
Brass springs

HO scale narrow gauge 24-foot 5-stake gondola craftsman kit (Puffing Billy brand). An Australian
gem unclaimed at the Division Picnic’s silent auction.
Features:
•
•
•

No trucks (flexibility to use for either HOn3 or HOn2.5)
No couplers (flexibility to use your favorite style)
Wood and cast metal parts (notably, cast metal underframe)

Two HO scale A M Models Kits (Simple Beam Bridge and Small Shanty (everyone needs another
small shanty, right?)). Unclaimed at the Division Picnic’s silent auction.
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Features:
•
•

Shanty includes windows and a door, perfect for a shelter at the far end of a rail yard; keep out of the
rain and cold, yet see the yard bull coming to check up on you.
Rustic little bridge is perfect for a dirt road over a little creek.

Larger HO scale A M Models Kit (Work shed with a mix of clapboard and board-and-batten siding).
Unclaimed at the Division Picnic’s silent auction.
Features:
•
•

Plenty of windows and doors.
Clearly added on to over the years. Shows your railroad has been around for quite a while and doesn’t
throw anything away that has any useful life in it still.

Mantua Cast metal HO scale 0-4-0 tank steam locomotive (sometimes marketed as a “Booster”).
Unclaimed at the Division Picnic’s silent auction.
Features:
•
•

Runs. Marginal electrical power pickup on complex track work (turnouts, crossings); front driver on
one side, rear driver on other side pickup, other two drivers are insulating – visible by the different
colors in the photo of the bottom of the model. I lubed the drive gear and ran it in for a while.
Heavy (really, really heavy).
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•
•
•

Lacks valve gear and main drive rods. (On-line photos on e-Bay show what these would look like.
They’re quite a few of these models still around – there’s even a You Tube video of how to tune them
up.)
Front and rear headlight jewels.
Dummy couplers front and rear. Couplers are (supposed to be) sprung; the spring was missing on
both, but a quick raid on the Kadee coupler parts drawer turned up just the right springs. (Would you
believe that there are three different diameters? The middle diameter was just right. The largest
would not fit while the smallest was too weak.) To keep them from getting lost in the future, the
springs are now held at one end by a dab of good old Walthers’ Goo – wonderful stuff. Recall the
occasion when one of the major model railroading magazines ran a feature on adhesives and the
author bad-mouthed Goo, triggering a run-on Goo at hobby shops as the veteran modelers said to
themselves, “Oh, yeah, I’m getting low, I’d better buy some more.”

September Wavy Rails
By Joe Costa
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During Traffic Stop, Colorado Officer Parks Car on Train Tracks

Investigators have said the officer stopped Rios-Gonzalez in connection to a road rage incident
Friday evening in Fort Lupton. The incident involved a gun.
The officer stopped Rios-Gonzalez just past the railroad tracks on U.S. 85 and County Road 38. The
officer parked the police car on the train tracks.
When another two officers from Fort Lupton arrived, they detained Rios-Gonzalez on suspicion of
felony menacing and put her in the back of the police car.
“While the officers cleared the suspect vehicle as part of the investigation, a train traveling
northbound struck the PPD patrol car,” CBI has said in a news release.
A Colorado woman was placed in the back of a patrol car before it was hit by a train, leaving her
with serious injuries, authorities said Monday.
The incident first unfolded when Platteville police on September 16 responded to a call about a road
rage incident involving a firearm in Fort Lupton, about 30 miles from Denver, according to the
Colorado Bureau of Investigations.
Responding officers found a suspect vehicle and made a traffic stop.
The driver pulled over just past the railroad tracks and the officer stopped behind the car on the
tracks, according to the CBI.
Two Fort Lupton officers arrived at the scene and detained the driver -- identified as 20-year-old
Yareni Rios-Gonzalez -- on suspicion of felony menacing and seated her in the back of the Platteville
patrol car, Colorado Bureau of Investigations officials said.
"While the officers cleared the suspect vehicle as part of the investigation, a train traveling
northbound struck the PPD patrol car," CBI said.
Rios-Gonzalez suffered "serious bodily injuries" and was taken to a hospital.
"She remains in a Greeley hospital with multiple injuries and is expected to survive," according to an
updated news release from CBI on Monday.
CNN has been unable to determine if Rios-Gonzalez has retained at attorney. CNN has reached out
to the Platteville Police Department for comment.
Colorado State Patrol is investigating the crash while the CBI has been asked to investigate the
woman's injury while in police custody, the bureau said.
A police officer whose patrol car was hit by a train while a woman was detained in the backseat has
been placed on leave, the police chief said.
Platteville Police Chief Carl Dwyer said Monday that the officer is on paid administrative leave while
the investigation is underway.
“The Town of Platteville continues to work cooperatively with CBI and CSP during their investigation
regarding this incident,” the chief told FOX31’s Courtney Fromm.
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The Federal Railroad Administration works with local authorities to provide training to avoid
preventable, tragic situations like this from happening.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVyjeC0I2as

Landslides close dock, cause cruise-stop cancellations in Skagway
The White Pass and Yukon narrow-gauge tourist railroad is the main reason we came to Alaska.
Skagway is one of the few ports that connects to Canada by road and railroad. But there is a
problem (which fortunately did not affect us).
Previous Protective Measures

Limited Success
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Skagway Mayor Andrew Cremata is on top of it.

Mayor Cremata calls the most visible boulder above the rockslide path the “Death Rock of Doom.”
It’s about the size of a small house, and it teeters above Skagway’s busiest cruise ship dock.
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After leading the town of 1,000 people through the pandemic, he has a dark sense of humor about
the latest threat to Skagway tourism. The town depends on a million visitors coming every year —
it’s practically the only industry in town.
“What people think is the Death Rock of Doom is just a tiny, tiny fraction of what’s looming up here,”
Cremata said. “It’s not just a rock, it’s a mountainside.”
He pushed through some hemlocks on the ridge above town to survey the collection of loose
boulders that hang far above the White Pass and Yukon Route Railroad dock. Down there, in a
typical season, half a million tourists meet their tour guides or board buses and trains. City-hired
geologists say there could be a catastrophic slide here with little to no warning.
“The side of this mountain will come down,” Cremata said. “It’s just a matter of when.”
The area also saw two significant landslides in 2017 and has seen continued movement at the
rockslide face away from the mountain a rate of 2 1/2 inches over the last year, an acceleration
from the prior rate of 1 1/2 inches a year, according to the declaration.
The railroad is working with teams of engineers and the municipality to mitigate the landslides.
It’s unclear how much that will cost, but Rose described it as substantial. In the emergency
declaration, Cremata wrote that the work is expected to cost “tens of millions of dollars.”
The city is seeking assistance from federal and state agencies.
The goal is to reopen the dock for the 2023 cruise ship season, which begins in May.
Bottom line: the slides will continue and will be unpredictable. Avoiding large ships unloading at
the dock, their only real option, will result in about a 25% reduction in visitors.
Here is a closeup of the mayor’s dog, Rufus, on the White Pass and Yukon Railroad track,
hopefully, with permission --- or he will be in the doghouse.
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Some Engines Went South to Warmer Climes
Back in 1977, some abandoned steam engines were bought up by Dollywood:

That was long before a couple older diesel engines were sold to the D&S:
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In Wasilla, Alaska another steam Engine is being rebuilt
http://557.alaskarails.org/

What You Missed at our last Division Meeting --- Alaska & Skagway Railroad
Videos
These were a professional, short Alaska Railroad video off YouTube, and one created by the White
Pass and Yukon. For the White Pass I plugged in a DVD player into the Police Station video setup
(which was a little challenging). For the second I plugged in a USB stick with a video (on a small
tower PC) that I had downloaded off YouTube.
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The Alaska Railroad video showed multiple shots of Denali which, unfortunately, our group did not
see. I was halfway convinced that the shots had to be fake.
But there are way too many shots taken from the trainline showing the same views seen by 30% to
40% of visitors.
One thing I am looking for is a VHS to video file converter setup. If someone has done that, let me
know. I’d hate to have to re-invent the wheel.
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The Real Beasts of Alaska?
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The original document with more detailed data can be found at:
https://www.alaskarailroad.com/sites/default/files/Communications/SD70MAC_Locomotive.pdf”

Congratulations to Kristin Phillips on Completing her Operation Lifesaver
Coaching Class in Raleigh, North Carolina
Hurricane Ian did manage to delay our return flight to Colorado by a few days.
On the way back we noticed we finally noticed we were flying the Boeing 737 Max 8. Yes, that is the
one that was in the news a few years back.
Like most volunteer organizations, we are always looking for more volunteers.

Notes from The Siding
By John Emmot
Time flies when you’re having fun. Some water has gone under the bridge since last month. TECO
41 is in the books, we are on the eve of the joint train show in Pueblo at the Fair Grounds, the
decking boards are on the ends of the depot roof in Calhan, I have a sample kit from LaBelle for the
D NW & P cars for the Moffat Museum, my furnace is set to ‘heat’, my wife has me cleaning out the
garage to improve my life, my brass Moffat Consolidations are waiting patiently on my desk, my D
NW & P SD 40-2-T is waiting patiently with her ’predecessors’, several wooden gondola cars are
waiting for decals, I am still on full time O2 and here I am in front of a computer. Such is life in the
fast lane.
TECO 41 took place on a perfect September weekend. We had a great collection of layouts, many
varied and unique vendors, new and interesting activities including Boxcar Races and the 4014
engineer. The only thing missing was great throngs of people to take it all in. Attendance was
reminiscent of the shows on North Nevada. It wasn’t bad, but fewer than we need at the new
location. We will try again in February of 2023.
Planning is well done for the Rail Fair at the Fair Grounds. We have pretty much used the 23,000 feet
of space available, though if you would like to try to sell a table or two of excess stuff, you can still
contact Mike Peck. We have good layouts for the show. Mark has nearly as much Division for
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Pueblo as for a local TECO. Several Springs layouts will be there and sadly some others won’t be.
Some local Pueblo layouts will also be there along with a Lego layout. Many good vendors have
signed up. It should be a good Rail Fair, just not at the space limited Pueblo depot. We hope to see a
good bunch of Pueblo folks in attendance and lots of Springs folks to see a new venue. Most
everyone knows where the State Fair is. There is plenty of parking at the Hall so fill a car and come
on down.

Pikes Peak Division Layout

Ed Dickens, 4014 Engineer

I always love Rob Allen’s city scene.
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Rob’s depot from ground level

Getting ready to race boxcars (Teresa and Gerry)

Mark and Amber with the UP
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The other side of the Pikes Peak Division layout

Pike Masters new Free-Mo

‘Ngineers in action
19.

Gorden Preller’s new European layout
Progress is being made on the Calhan depot project. Several of the existing volunteers are installing
the new decking boards to replace those lost to the ravages of Colorado winters. We have salvaged
some material and found some sales prices for some and still need some more to complete the
work. It turns out that some of the regular folks are doing the work (even though it is past the time
when I could help). I still go watch and do the ‘easy’ things. The steel caboose now has two good
door latches to help keep them weather tight. I did notice on Saturday that one of the caboose
windows is cracked. Not sure if it was vandalism or if the folks who mowed the ‘weeds’ hit a rock
:>(. Volunteers are still welcome for a variety of tasks.

Bill And Greg Working On The Decking
Photos by Wayne Kemp

My Best Side

I received a sample kit from LaBelle of the boxcars he is making for The Moffat Railroad Museum.
With a few tweaks, they will be great rolling stock for the museum layout. If there are any readers
who are good with wooden models, you could contact Dave Naples if you would like to assemble a
few when they are ready. The O scale Moffat wooden caboose I was building for Dave was delivered
at the TECO show. It will be reviewed along with the steel caboose built from the wreck salvage in
the next Corona Telegraph from the D&SLHS.
The temperatures tell me and the misses that the winter modeling season is upon us. She likes to
stay warm. As part of my garage cleaning, is there anyone who could use some good 22-gauge
telephone wire for their layout? I have a good supply that is available. It is great for signals or
accessory wiring. It could also be track feeders from a DCC buss.
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In the meantime, several worthy projects await my attention. I have been practicing with my battery
charger resistance soldering setup. It works well and didn’t cost $500. I just need experience with
how to use it effectively. Those who do solder know that clean surfaces and flux go a long way
toward success. Tinning and small amounts of solder judiciously applied work wonders. Separate
subject, some of you know I recently completed a Moffat parlor car. At some time, the car had 34
single swivel seats. I came across an old Walthers set of cast chairs on eBay, but it only has 20
chairs in it. I need 14 more. If anyone has a Walthers 933-953 MDC PARLOR-OBS INTERIOR hiding
on the shelf, I would be very interested. Well, enough for now. Hope to see everyone at the
roundhouse following the setup in Pueblo.

September 2022 Minutes
Secretary, John Emmot
The regular monthly meeting was called to order by Treasurer, Tony Pawlicki at 7:04 in the
community room of the Sand Creek Police Station. Thank you, Tony. There were 15 members, and
no visitors present.

Treasurers Report
Tony had provided an email update to the officers on activity in the PPD bank account. The
statement covered the income from last month, including the proceeds from Dinosaur Resource
Center, the August drawing, and the tripling of the monthly interest to $0.12. The statement was
accepted as submitted.
The minutes of the August meeting were approved as published in the Milepost.

Meeting Discussions
Elizabeth discussed the approaching TECO Show in September. Kristin asked for volunteers for the
switching puzzle and cashiers at the door. It was noted that Ed Dickens, Jr would be speaking about
the Union Pacific at 1 PM on both days. Flyers for the October show were handed out. It was also
announced that KRDO, channel 13 would be airing our TV commercials, the board planned to setup
tables on Thursday to get a head start on Friday and that the YMR would be conducting their first
ever Boxcar Races at the show.
Following the recent Division trip to Greely to visit the Colorado Model Railroad Museum, John
announced that former member, Dusty Thomson had invited us to visit the Colorado Railroad
Museum in Golden, Colorado.
A break for refreshments was taken.
Following the break, Tony conducted the drawing for some more of his TECO toughened freight
cars. John brought his recently completed O scale Moffat caboose for display.

Old business
There was no old business.

Contest
There was no contest as there were no entries since no topic was announced.
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Program
Joe and Kristin showed a video of the White Pass & Yukon Railroad from their recent Alaska trip.
They recounted many of their experiences from the trip. It was a very entertaining program.
Meeting adjourned at 8:36.

TECO Tidbits
By Elizabeth Maline
Covid and post-Covid have been a challenge for model train shows across the nation; I’m hearing
this from various quarters. The pandemic, coupled with a weakened economy, has given model train
shows an even higher hurdle to overcome after being locked down. Attendance at the past TECO
show was less than stellar, and quite honestly, TECO lost money. TECO show operations were great,
and it has a top-notch crew of volunteers; we even had a superstar grace our presentation stage –
Ed Dickens, Jr. of Union Pacific 4014 fame, but attendance was not affected by his talk.
We’re picking ourselves up, dusting ourselves off, and making another attempt to “get attendance
up” in 2023. This means you! Mark your calendars for the next TECO show on February 4 and 5,
2023, and see what’s new with TECO! The YMR group has developed box car races - what a blast!
Gordon Preller brought his NEW Alpen Bahn layout, and the Pikemasters introduced their HO FreeMo layout. Check out the video on the TECO Facebook page to see some of these new additions if
you missed the last show.
TECO has another big weekend this October 15th & 16th. This past year the Pueblo Model Railroad
Association (PMRA) asked TECO to join forces with them for this year’s Rail Fair. With the Rail Fair
but four weeks after the TECO show, several of us have been a bit busy! Many Pikes Peak Division
members are involved with PMRA’s Rail Fair, and we hope you will help TECO support the Rail Fair
and come on out!
This year the Rail Fair has departed from the Pueblo Depot and opted to move to the State
Fairgrounds, where parking is easy, and there will be plenty of room for vendors and the addition of
more layouts. The Rail Fair will be held in the Livestock Pavilion. Show hours are Saturday, October
15, from 9 am to 4:30 pm and Sunday, October 16, from 10 am to 4 pm. Please join us to make the
Rail Fair a success.

The Lighter Side
By Kristin Phillips
Who woulda thunk? Siderodromophobia (Fear of Trains or Railroads)
Siderodromophobia is the irrational fear of trains/railroads. People who suffer from this mental
disorder find it extremely difficult being near trains, and virtually impossible to be inside of one.
Their intense fear of trains may alter their behavior and dictate certain decisions in their day-to-day
life.
For instance, someone suffering from siderodromophobia may purposely drive on highways and
side-roads that don’t run alongside train tracks, regardless of how much it inconveniences them.
Someone with siderodromophobia may also purposely live in an area that is nowhere near a railroad
or a train station. They in fact may realize that their intense fear of trains is irrational and
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meaningless, however when faced with one their anxiety will often overpower their ability to think
about it logically. Thus, leaving them very anxious.

Pikes Peak “N”Gineers Model Railroad Club
By Mike Peck
Superintendent’s Corner

T-TRAK setup at TECO 41.

Scene from Gordon Preller’s new layout.

PPNG Anniversary Party
The clubs 33rd anniversary party will be a Mimi’s Café on North Academy and Woodmen Rd. Arrive
around 6pm for dinner. We will not have a guest speaker at this party. If you are planning to attend,
please let John Grier or me know by noon October 5th as John needs to send in the head count.

Rail Fair at the State Fair
Setup for the Rail Fair will be on Friday October 14th from 8am till 6pm for both layouts and sales tables. I’ll
be hauling signs, cross bucks, modules, and sales totes down on Friday. I’ll have room to haul two or three
people on Saturday for those wanting a ride, I won’t have room on Sunday for the return trip.
We will have three tables for the T-TRAK and three tables for sales. I don’t know about us
volunteering to work any of the ticket tables currently. We are hoping for a better crowd at this
show.

Superintendent’s Corner
You guessed it! The end of the month caught me by surprise again. I must quit looking at the
October calendar, gives me one extra day.
As you can see, we have two big events in October – Anniversary and Rail Fair. Then in November
we have Colorado Country Christmas, where we’ll have our T-TRAK setup in the same location as
last year. We’ll be setting up a big “C” design to cut down on the number of short curves.
Then on November 25th through the 27 we have the Rocky Mountain Train Show in Loveland, Glenn
Hobbs is the dispatcher for this event. At this time Glenn, Debby, and Rick have said they are going.
We could use a few other folks as well so we can get as many modules there as possible. Glenn did
inform me that KATO USE will be there and will be looking at T-TRAK modules, so a great time to
show off our stuff. Unfortunately, Mary & I will be in Iowa during this event attending a wedding.
At the November business meeting we will be taking nominations for the board of directors for the
2023 year. We could use a new Paymaster as Chris would like to step down, it’s someone else’s
turn. If you would be interested in holding one of these offices, please let me or another board
member know so we can get to nominated.
23.

Editor’s Notes
Those of you who sent me photos via text messaging, I lost them all when I tried to put them into an
email. In the future could you email photos to me? Had some great photos that are now in cyberland
no longer to be seen. I could still use some railroad stories you would like to pass along, don’t
always have to be about Colorado Railroads.

Diner Car Menu Item
By Mike Maline
In response to Hurricane Ian, this month we will present an appetizer or entrée which was served in
the Florida East Coast Railway diner cars back when it was in operation. Remember to use whole
milk and fresh real butter for this recipe. Once again, this does not appear to be a low-calorie delight,
so it must be very tasty. This recipe almost makes you want to drive to the gulf coast and buy fresh
shrimp by the cooler load off a just docked shrimp boat.

Curry of Fresh Shrimp
64 Jumbo shrimp
1 qt shrimp water
1 tsp Worcestershire sauce
¼ tsp Tabasco sauce
Salt and pepper to taste
3 tsp curry powder
1/3 tsp ground ginger

½ cup butter
1 cup chopped onions
1 ½ cups chopped celery
¼ flour
2 egg yolks, beaten
2 cups milk, heated

Shell and devein fresh shrimp before cooking. In the 3-quart saucepan, bring sufficient
salted water to cover shrimp to a boil. Plunge shrimp in boiling water, cover, and cook 6
minutes. Drain shrimp, retaining 1 quart of water, and rinse in cold water to halt cooking. In
the 1 ½ -quart saucepan, combine shrimp water, Worcestershire sauce, Tabasco sauce, sa.t,
pepper, curry powder, and ginger. Bring to a boil, reduce heat, and simmer slowly for 10
minutes. Meanwhile, in large skillet or pot over medium heat, melt butter and sauté onions
and celery until tender. Add flour, stirring constantly, and simmer for 4 minutes. Very slowly,
add hot liquid, stirring constantly to avoid lumps. Slowly blend heated mild into beaten egg
yolks. Add egg/milk mixture to first mixture, stirring constantly. Heat through but do not boil
after adding egg. To serve, place a bed of fluffy rice in center of plate, top with 8 jumbo
shrimp, and pour curry sauce overall.
Before you Begin
You’ll need: 3-quart saucepan, 1½-quart saucepan, 1-quart saucepan, small bowl
Preparation time: 1 hour
Yield: 8 servings

Classified Ads

24.

25.

We Sell-Buy-Trade Model Trains all Scales
Be buy collections large & small
New Address, New Expanded Store

Chapel Hills Mall
1710 Briargate Blvd Suite #0487
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
2nd Floor above Dick's - Follow the Signs

Hours of Operation
Mon-Fri 1-6pm Sat 1-5pm Sun 1-4pm

Visit Roy’s Model Trains website
http://roysmodeltrains.com/
Email: aviationhistory@comcast.net

Phone: 719-728-0503 Leave a Message

COME VISIT US SOON!!
Watch for monthly Swap Meets

